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Abstract: In the present generation, the social life of everyone has become associated with online social 

networks. These sites have made a drastic change in the way we pursue our social life. Making friends and 

keeping in contact with them and their updates has become easier. But with their rapid growth, many 

problems like fake profiles, online impersonation have also grown. There are no feasible solutions exist to 

control these problems. In this paper, I came up with a framework with which the automatic identification 

of fake profiles is possible and is efficient. This framework uses classification techniques like Random 

Forest Classifier to classify the profiles into fake or genuine classes. As this is an automatic detection 

method, it can be applied easily by online social networks that have millions of profiles whose profiles 

cannot be examined manually. Nowadays, mobile operators in China mainland are facing fierce 

competition from one to another, and their focus of customer competition has, in general, shifted from 

public to corporate customers. One big challenge in corporate customer management is how to identify 

fake corporate members and potential corporate members from corporate customers. In this study, we have 

proposed an identification method that combines the rule-based and probabilistic methods. Through this 

method, fake corporate members can be eliminated and external potential members can be mined. The 

experimental results based on the data obtained from a local mobile operator revealed that the proposed 

method can effectively and efficiently identify fake and potential corporate members. The proposed method 

can be used to improve the management of corporate customers. To avoid the spam message, malicious and 

cyber bullies activities which are mostly done by the fake profile. These activities challenge the privacy 

policies of the social network communities. These fake profiles are responsible for spread false information 

on social communities. To identify the fake profile, duplicate, spam and bots account there is much research 

work done in this area. By using a machine-learning algorithm, most of the fake accounts detected 

successfully. This paper represents the review of Fake Profile Detection on Social Site by Using Machine 

Learn. 
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